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This portfolio of signs along the Dianne Nora Nature Trail tells the story of the cultural and 
natural history of the Nygren Wetland Preserve.  

The Nygren Wetland Preserve encompasses 721 acres at the confluence of the Rock and 
Pecatonica rivers.  The Natural Land Institute used a gift from Carl and Myrna Nygren to help 
purchase this area in 2000.  The preserve features prairie, wetland and savanna ecosystems 
and many of the plant and animal species unique to these habitats.  Contributions from 
members and partners helped restore the land for native plants and animals.  

The 2.5-mile Dianne Nora Nature Trail is open for self-guided tours sunrise to sunset.  The 
signs along the trail were made possible by grants from the Smith Charitable Foundation 
and the County of Winnebago, Scott Christiansen, Chairman.

Thank you to David Olson and Mark Blassage for permission to use their photos, to Nancy 
Williamson, Nancy Ellison, and Joan Williamson for designing and producing the signs, Jill 
Kennay for overseeing the whole project, Sue Merchant for editing the text on the signs, 
NLI’s Education Committee for their guidance, and Jerry Paulson and Judith Barnard for 
helping to make the project happen.

The Nygren Wetland Preserve is private property owned by the Natural Land Institute, a 
private not-for-profit conservation organization founded in 1958.  Our mission is to create an 
enduring legacy of natural land in northern Illinois for people, plants and animals.  We do 
this by preserving forests, prairies, and wetlands for native plants and animals, restoring 
habitat for wildlife, protecting rivers and streams for fish and other aquatic species, 
educating people about their part in nature, and providing opportunities to enjoy natural 
areas to enrich the lives of residents of northern Illinois.  

Natural Land Institute
320 South Third Street

Rockford, IL 61104
815/964-6666

www.naturalland.org



The Nygren Wetland Preserve
The Natural Land Institute has undertaken an extensive program to recreate the ecological function 
and scenic beauty of this preserve to mimic its appearance in the early 1800s. The goal has been 
to restore the native vegetative communities and create a permanent refuge for wildlife. 

The first step in the process was to survey and evaluate the land, gaining vital information for a 
comprehensive restoration plan. Historic and current information related to soils, hydrology, public 
land survey records, seed bank analysis, 
floral records, wildlife records and all other 
relevant information was collected. Plans 
were formulated for individual areas. 
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This area is a restored wetland.  It functions as a 
natural water filter because wetland plants act like 
purifiers by taking up excess nutrients and pollutants, 
producing better water quality.  The Nygren Wetland 
Preserve also functions as a floodplain, storing water 
during periods of flooding.  Providing adequate 
connection between rivers and their floodplains helps 
lessen the possibility of flood damage. 

Flooding is a seasonal occurrence at the confluence of the Pecatonica 
and Rock rivers, and the wetlands that surround these rivers have for 
years provided the space for spring floodwaters to overflow their banks 
and spread across the land. 

This aerial photo was taken during the 1993 spring season and you can 
see the Nygren Wetland Preserve maintenance shed in the upper part 
of the aerial.
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Crane photo by Mark Blassage Photography.  Bald Eagle and background Oxbow Lake photo by David C. Olson Photography.




























